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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are creating a custom function. You pass an object named
testObj to the function as a parameter. You do not use
inheritance through the functions.
The function must establish whether testObj inherits from
another object named parentObj.
You need to ensure that the function performs as required.
Which method or operator should you add to the function?
A. parentObj.isPrototypeOf(testObj)
B. testObj.instanceof(parentObj)
C. parentObj.instanceof(testObj)
D. testObj.isPrototypeOf(parentObj)
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
The isPrototypeOf() method tests for an object in another

object's prototype chain.
Reference: Object.prototype.isPrototypeOf()

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: C

B
D
A
C

NEW QUESTION: 3
What are the desktop group types in the Huawei desktop cloud
solution? (Multiple choice)
A. Complete replication
B. Static pool
C. Linking clones
D. Dynamic pool
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
DRAG DROP
Drag and Drop Question
You plan to deploy a cloud service named contosoapp that has a
web role named contosoweb and a worker role named
contosoimagepurge. You need to ensure the service meets the
following requirements:
* Contosoweb can be accessed over the Internet by using http.
* Contosoimagepurge can only be accessed through tcp port 5001
from contosoweb.
* Contosoimagepurge cannot be accessed directly over the
Internet.
Which configuration should you use? To answer, drag the
appropriate configuration setting to the correct location in
the service configuration file. Each configuration setting may
be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to
drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.
Answer:
Explanation:
Box 1: &lt;InputEndpoint name="Endpoint1" protocol="http"
port="80" /&gt;
Contosoweb can be accessed over the Internet by using http.
Box 2: &lt;InputEndpoint name="Endpoint1" protocol="tcp"
port="5001" /&gt;
Contosoimagepurge can only be accessed through tcp port 5001

from contosoweb.
Box 3: &lt; RoleEndpoint endpointName="Endpoint1"
roleName="contosoimagepurge"/&gt;
/Destinations&gt;
WhenSource matches="AnyRule"&gt;
FromRole roleName="contosoweb"/&gt;
/WhenSource&gt;
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